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What’s the situation?

◉ Want faster growing admission into college
◉ Opportunity: LAS is broad

◉ Arts and Humanities
◉ Communications
◉ Math & Computational Sciences
◉ Physical and Life Sciences
◉ Social Sciences
◉ Pre-Med/Pre-Health



What’s the situation?

◉ Obstacles 
◉ Non-linear Career Path fear
◉ Misconception about career outcomes

◉ “Most likely to be unemployed.”

◉ Parents
◉ Other mini obstacles

◉ National STEM Campaign
◉ Communication vessel to students

◉ Postal Service



What we know.
◉ 17-19 year olds and college

◉ Get a better job - 86.1 percent
◉ Essential to be better off financially - 82 percent
◉ Apply to six or more - 35.4 percent
◉ In Iowa, more likely to choose ISU
◉ Lose them after “Offer of Admission” stage
◉ Second Public/Influencers - Parents

College Freshmen Seek Financial Security Amid Emotional Insecurity, “The 
Chronicle of Higher Education” 2015

Backgrounds and Beliefs of College Freshmen, “The Chronicle of Higher 
Education” 2015



What we know.
◉ 17-19 year olds and communication

◉ 16 hours or more socializing with friends – ONLY 18 percent
◉ Facebook is down, Instagram is up

◉ 2016 Projected: 18-24 16.4% of FB users (26.3 million)
◉ Projected: 18-24 year-olds = 16.7 million, 17 year-olds = Only 11.4 million

◉ Snapchat is on the rise
◉ “Sends 700 million disappearing "snaps" daily [in 2015}” - PRWeekly
◉ “[In 2014] More than a 1/3 of 16-19 year-olds are now using Snapchat in 

the United States, Britain, Ireland and Sweden... 
◉ Around 57% of Snapchat’s user base are under 25.” - Forbes

College Freshmen Seek Financial Security Amid Emotional Insecurity, “The Chronicle of Higher 
Education” 2015

Infographic: Who’s really using Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Tumblr and Instagram in 2015, 
“Adweek” 2015



The most important thing…

Attention Span: 8 sec.

   Today’s Teens <



So now what?

Knowledge + Creativity = Strategy



How to Overcome
◉ Goal: More students enrolled in the college
◉ Objective #1: Increase 2 more majors in each 

department in LAS during the 2015-16 academic year by 
targeting high school students who have yet to accept 
their offer.

◉ Objective #2: Decrease misconception of the college’s 
poor job placement rate among high school students 
who have yet to accept their offer and their parents by 
30 percent for the 2015-16 academic year.



How to Overcome
◉ Strategy #1: Proactively share students’ success 

stories specific to prospective student’s academic 
major/area.
◉ Tactic: Snapchat like stories via an app 

◉ Strategy #2: Proactively provide transparent 
communication of career placement of LAS and 
the students’ academic area.
◉ Tactic: Snapchat like graphics via an app
◉ Tactic: Links to Career Services in app



The Solution

21st Century Pamphlet



Show-and-tell

Snap(venture)



Solution: Snap(venture)
◉ Short stories in Snapchat form

◉ 38 Characters MAX
◉ Unpolished = Authentic
◉ Follow from first to last year at ISU

◉ Snap Facts
◉ Link to LAS Career Services
◉ Customizable

◉ QR codes 
◉ Mail-able



Solution: Snap(venture).2
◉ Videos to expand beyond snap stories
◉ Daily Adventures with notifications

◉ Professors
◉ Athletes who are LAS
◉ Big name alumni


